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About This Game

Bummer! World War III happened and killed most of the world’s population. The ones that got toasted were the lucky ones.
Survivors live in constant fear of being murdered or enslaved by violent gangs, renegade military units and, of course; mutants.

Outfitted with a heavily armored car, unlimited firepower and a thirst for vengeance, our Heroine – the Wasteland Angel roams
the radioactive wastes, travelling from one God-forsaken town to the next, protecting survivors from being enslaved. She’s on a

mission, to defend those that can’t defend themselves.

Wasteland Angel is a throw-back to the era of vintage arcade shooters, where players fend off waves of enemies and ultimately
face-off against epic end-level bosses. From a top-down isometric view, players pilot the Wasteland Angel’s overpowered

vehicle as its dual machine guns cut a swath across the terrain. To handle whatever the gangs, muties and renegades throws her
way, Wasteland Angel has upgradeable weapons and ammo that can rip enemies from this life and toss them into the next.

Key features:

24 Levels of fast-paced action across 6 ravaged landscapes
3 Enemy Factions including Gangers, Renegades and Mutants
4 Difficulty Levels from beginner to suicide
Different mission objectives from escort to an all-out offensive
Super weapons increase the carnage, including: Mines, Napalm, EMP and Nukes
Huge boss battles to test your skill and stamina
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Bonus levels featuring FPS driving/shooting mayhem
Online Scoreboards for each Difficulty Level
Star ratings for all levels and 40 achievements for all completionists
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The game developer touched my special area.. An excellent dungeon adventure!. This is a fantastic game - one of the most
unique comprehensive and open ended game out there - you can do whatever you want.

For instance: The Empire invaded Avernum back in the day and slaughtered a great many people - they were eventually forced
back to the surface thanks to an unlikely alliance you can find out about in Avernum II Crystal Souls

Long story short and hopefully no spoilers - The most logical and obvious path to take is save the surface world from the
monsters ravaging their frontier provinces. It's possible through strength and acumen to defeat the enemies and save the Empire.
I said to Hell with that - I was out for revenge. I've been robbing every city blind and picking up any bones and skulls/trash that I
find and dropping it in their towns as a portent of their impending doom.. One of the better productions of Artifex Mundi. Not
very hard or challenging, but it has a descent, interesting story, really nice graphics and quite sympathetic heros.
The game's mechanics are good, heros voices not as unpleasant as in others Artifex Mundi productions.
Puzzles aren't hard, collectibles also were quite easy to spot, but the story compensated this. I spent a few hours in very relaxing
way.. The card-based combat is a lot of fun, and helps to set the game apart from the slew of other small dungeon crawlers
available on Steam. It will be much better once there's a campaign, instead of just random dungeons, but even in its incomplete
state, there's enough entertainment here for $5.. I bought it with a coupon but I think it's worth the money anyway !

+ Steam trading cards. Quite possibly the most I have ever been disappointed by a game. Looks great, looks fun, and I still had
fun with it for about five minutes, but unfortunately some bizarre design choices cripple the game to the point of making it
unplayable. For starters, the horizontal sensitivity is too low, and the vertical sensitivity is too high. No way to change that.
Controls are extremely sticky and cumbersome besides. Retro style is no excuse because the games that inspired this one are
much smoother. There's also no way to tell how much ammo you have. There's no running, no jumping. It feels like a game
made for a graphic calculator, only I paid money for this. Extremely disappointing.
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Made me feel nostalgic as balls. Used to play this back at 10th grade, and whenever I hear the soundtrack of Thereall/the login
screen, loading screen, and character selection screen, I always feel this strong nostalgia... Like I'm back at 10th grade, about to
leave for my ♥♥♥♥ing first final of the year.

It was fun, but the game's running on a ♥♥♥♥ing Pay2Win model, and everyone knows it. If I ever do play, it's only when I'm
chilling in Thereall doing absolutely nothing.
The game is a pretty generic P2W MMORPG. You got a warrior, a mage, and a gunner. You fight monsters for some moronic
reason, waste days of your lives on getting a special weapon at level 50, and get bored of it after that because leveling up from
level 50 to 60 is as hard as me :^). After that, you just end up internet dating some catfish for the rest of the time you're on the
game.
Anyway, if you're reading the reviews for this♥♥♥♥♥♥game, I don't suggest you download it. LH is much better. 6/9 - Best
RPG on steam 2016 - VogavGaming (pls sobskryb tnx)

Memes aside though, if you do end up playing it and need a helping hand for like... 30 minutes (because that's all I can spend on
this game before I get bored) then Whisper me. Name's Boidem on this game.. very buggy menu screen, and impossible to even
get a game with little to no servers most times of the day.. wasted my money on this trash to be honest. will be seeking a refund!.
Played it back on Xbox when it first released in 2004. Glad to see it on Steam. Works well on modern systems, plays well
(although a couple of things are a bit dated compared to modern shooters, but more part of the charm than anything that
prevents you playing the game).

Definitely one of the best single player Vietnam War experiences out there. Excellent music in the game as well. If you like that
era, heck if you just like fun shooters in general, you should seriously consider this. Watch some gameplay videos, have a bit of
a think, and if you like it give it a buy. Can't complain with the price either.. I am really enjoying this game so far! Where so
many games seem like copies of each other, it's really nice to see something that feels fresh and new like this. It is difficult but
not so difficult to be frustrating. The 8-bit 3D isometric look to the game makes it look old-school but modern at the same time.
Highly recommended!

. THIS GAME WAS ONE CENT PEOPLE. EVERYONE IN THE WORLD HAS IT. WHY DON'T YOU PLAY IT. GOD
DAMN. IT'S A GOOD GAME TOO.
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